This study examines how the information provided by a diagnostic decision support system for clinical cases of varying diagnostic difficulty affects physicians' diagnostic performance.
Many of the studies that have been done have had expert users (often the system developers themselves) provide the input data and interpret the results of system performance. It is not clear how well the results of these studies generalize to use by non-system developers. One key area that has not been well explored is how well the ordinary user can interpret the system output, especially since many of the systems admittedly provide a lengthy list of suggestions, not all of which are likely to be appropriate. In an evaluation of four DDSSs, an expert panel of clinicians considered more than half of the top 20 diagnoses suggested by each DDSS to be inadequate interpretations and syntheses of the clinical case data. 23, 24 Although the mode of usage of the DDSS was somewhat artificial, since it was limited to the first pass through the data rather than based on extensive interaction, such data raise concerns about the risks of using these systems or, as has been suggested, concerns that DDSSs are unlikely to be very useful to physicians. 30 It is possible that nonexpert physicians will be unable to distinguish useful from misleading information or will reject all information provided because some is irrelevant. On the other hand, it is possible that users, especially those who have made an investment in purchasing the systems, will be too gullible and take all the output equally seriously. Evaluation studies to date do not shed light on these issues. Because physicians' diagnostic performance is known to vary across different clinical cases, 31 it is important to determine the overall effect of these systems on physicians' diagnostic performance and also to examine how the quality of the information provided by a DDSS, as well as characteristics of the test cases, influences the physicians' diagnoses.
We have engaged in a series of studies designed to explore how DDSSs influence physicians' performance, how physicians use the systems, and how they react to the information provided. The purpose of the study reported here was to determine whether physicians' diagnostic performance when using a DDSS on clinical cases was affected by the quality of the information provided by the DDSS and the difficulty of the cases. Our hypothesis was that physicians' performance when using a DDSS would vary on cases that varied in the relevance of information provided by the DDSS; that if there were a difference, performance would be better when more relevant information was provided; and that this enhancement would be most marked on more challenging cases. A secondary aim was to validate our selection of comparatively difficult and easy cases. We hypothesized that if our case selection criteria were reasonable, overall performance should be better on the easier cases than on the more difficult ones.
Methods
The DDSS chosen for this study was Quick Medical Reference (QMR). 32 The version used for the present study was designed to address more than 650 internal medicine disorders. The participant sample consisted of physicians who had purchased QMR (version 2.2.2 for DOS, 3.6.1 for Windows, or the comparable Macintosh version). All registered users of QMR in the fall of 1993 were sent a letter inviting them to participate in the study and to provide information on their clinical experience and their experience with QMR. Respondents who returned their questionnaires, which included a signed consent form, were stratified by clinical experience and QMR experience and randomly assigned to one of three sets of eight written clinical cases for which they were asked to use QMR to assist them in developing a differential diagnosis. The cases each contained a history and physical and basic laboratory data, but none included a definitive test that confirmed the diagnosis. Participants were not given any other information about the cases, such as whether the correct diagnosis was in QMR's knowledge base or whether the cases were expected to be comparatively easy or difficult.
Participants were asked to use, as a minimum, the case analysis function of QMR, but they were permitted to use any additional functions they wished. To record their interaction with QMR, participants were asked to save as a text file each screen they viewed, which permitted an analysis of their approach to the cases and QMR's output as well documenting that they actually used the program. They were asked to use QMR alone, without other resources, to develop a differential diagnosis for each case, with space allowed for up to 20 diagnoses. They were also asked to indicate how they would work up the diagnoses, rate their confidence in their differential, and rate how useful QMR was to them in solving the case. When participants completed their cases, they signed a form attesting that they had followed all procedures. If they did not follow all procedures, they were asked to describe deviations from the instructions. There was no indication that participants used other resources or that there were any serious deviations from instructions.
Initially, 120 physicians were randomly selected and stratified into four cells by combinations of high and low clinical and QMR experience. The data from the background questionnaire were used to classify respondents into categories of high and low clinical experience and high and low QMR experience as follows:
Ⅲ Clinical Experience: High experience-above the median years out of medical school (graduated 1978 or earlier). Low experience-below the median years out of medical school (graduated after 1978).
Ⅲ QMR Experience: High experience-1) Purchased QMR between six months and one year ago and uses it at least once a week or 2) purchased QMR more than a year ago and uses it at least once a month. Low experience-1) Purchased QMR less than six months ago or 2) purchased QMR between six months and one year ago and uses it less than once a week or 3) purchased QMR over a year ago and uses it less frequently than once a month.
Within a cell, physicians were stratified by specialty to represent the proportions in the total sample of respondents. Also, each subject in each of the four cells was randomly assigned to one of three case sets. To control for the possibility that the physicians might become more skillful at using QMR across the eight cases, the order of the presentation of the cases was balanced across participants. Within each cell of the study, each physician received the cases in a different order. The sequencing of the cases was arranged so that no case type was presented more often early in the sequence than other case types. When an initially selected participant failed to complete the cases, that participant was replaced randomly by another respondent with similar specialty, clinical, and QMR experience. To ensure that all the participants used the same version of QMR, replacement stopped when a new version of QMR was distributed, which resulted in 108 participants' completing the cases. Three performance scores were calculated on the basis of the physicians' differential diagnosis lists.
Cases were selected to represent both ends of the spectrum of case difficulty and quality of the information that QMR provided. The physician sample, case selection process, and method of calculating the performance scores are described in detail below.
Physician Sample
The recruitment letter and background questionnaire were sent with a routine update of QMR to all of the approximately 2,100 QMR users. A total of 254 respondents returned the questionnaire, describing their specialty, board certifications, practice setting, clinical experience, frequency of QMR use, and comfort with using 12 major QMR functions. Six respondents did not identify a specialty. Of those who did, 65 percent were in internal medicine, 31 percent were in family medicine, and the rest were in other specialties. Thirteen respondents who were not currently involved in direct patient care or who lived outside North America were excluded.
Clinical Cases
The cases were selected from 105 cases that had been previously classified by an expert panel in terms of difficulty and on which there were performance data for QMR and three other DDSSs. 23, 24 Each case was classified with respect to its difficulty and the likelihood of QMR providing high-or low-quality information.
Primary Categorization of Cases
Information Quality. In this study, information quality refers to the appropriateness of the system's diagnostic suggestions for given case data. Cases with potentially high information quality were those for which, in the previous study, 23, 24 QMR had provided the correct diagnosis within the top ten diagnoses and three or more of QMR's top five diagnoses were considered relevant by the DDSS test committee. These cases were labeled high-information-quality cases, since QMR had the correct case diagnosis in its knowledge base and also provided highly relevant information. Cases with potentially low information quality were ones not only in which the correct case diagnosis was absent from QMR's knowledge base but for which QMR had, in the previous study, produced ''irrelevant'' diagnosis lists-that is, lists on which fewer than four of the top five diagnoses were considered relevant by the expert panel. These cases were labeled low-information quality cases, since the correct case diagnosis was not in QMR's knowledge base and, in addition, QMR tended to provide irrelevant information.
Because the participants were allowed freedom in how they used QMR, QMR's performance could differ from its performance in the previous study, 23, 24 in which all case data were entered in a standard way and a single ''first-pass'' case analysis was the only QMR function used. Thus, the likelihood that QMR would produce better information on the high-information-quality cases than on the low-informationquality cases was high, but not 100 percent. Similarly, while the correct case diagnosis could not be suggested by QMR on the low-information-quality cases, it is possible that QMR could produce more relevant diagnoses than it did in the previous study.
Categorization of Case Difficulty. All 105 cases had presented diagnostic challenges, but the cases represented varying levels of difficulty. For the purposes of the present study, we used a combination of expert committee judgment and DDSS performance criteria to identify comparatively easy or difficult cases. Easy cases were those that had been previously classified by the expert panel as typical presentations. Either they were common cases or they were rare cases for which all three other DDSSs had, nevertheless, included the correct diagnosis as one of their suggestions. Difficult cases were those for which at least one of the other three DDSSs failed to include the correct diagnosis on its list of suggestions and that had been classified as rare, or they were atypical presentations, or they were complex cases with multiple diseases presenting simultaneously.
Our categorization method for both information quality and difficulty had dual criteria built into the classifications. To be selected as either high or low information quality or difficulty, a case had to meet both criteria. Cases that met one but not both of the criteria for either high or low information quality or difficulty were considered ambiguous as to their classification and were excluded. For example, a case with the correct diagnosis in QMR's knowledge base would meet one of the high-information-quality criteria, but if the correct diagnosis was far down on QMR's list, it would fail to meet the second criterion for high information quality. Another example is a rare, atypical, complex case (meeting one criterion for a difficult case) for which all four DDSSs had suggested the correct diagnosis, which would exclude the case from the difficult category. Sixty of the original 105 cases that did not clearly fit into either the difficulty or information quality categories were excluded.
Confirmatory Categorization of Cases
The primary method of case categorization described above relied on specific criteria for defining difficulty and information quality. Since these criteria were unique to the particular data set, we also assessed case difficulty and quality of QMR information with the more common, but more subjective, method of expert opinion.
In the previous study, 23, 24 from which the cases were taken, 23, 24 QMR's performance on each case had been judged by the individual case authors in terms of the accuracy, relevance, and comprehensiveness of QMR's diagnostic suggestions. From the 45 cases that were left after excluding the 60 cases, the authors' QMR information ratings were used to select 12 high-information-quality cases with similarly high ratings, and 12 low-information-quality cases with similarly low ratings. In each group of cases, half were easy cases and half were difficult cases, according to the previously described categories.
To reconfirm the difficulty categorization, two members of the original expert panel independently judged the difficulty of the 24 cases on a five-point scale, on which a score of 1 indicated very easy and 5 very difficult. The average of their ratings was used as a further check on the homogeneity of the case difficulty classifications for the high-information-quality and low-information-quality cases.
The mean difficulty ratings assigned by the judges to the easy high-information-quality cases was 2.3, and the mean for the easy low-information-quality cases was 2.7. The mean difficulty ratings on the five-point scale for the difficult high-information-quality cases and the difficult low-information-quality cases were 3.9 and 3.7, respectively. Analysis of variance showed that the difference in mean ratings between the difficult and easy cases was significant (F = 24.4, P < 0.001). There was no significant difference in difficulty ratings between the high-information-quality and low-information-quality cases, nor was there any significant interaction between the two factors. The case difficulty ratings assigned by the two judges who confirmed the initial difficulty classifications were moderately but significantly correlated (r = 0.54, P = 0.007).
Performance Scores
Within cases, diagnoses were aggregated across participants and, for each of the 24 cases, a subset of the expert panel from the previous study 23, 24 judged the appropriateness of each diagnosis that was included in at least one subject's differential diagnosis. The panel reviewed the cases in random order, and panel members were blinded as to the category into which the cases were classified and how many participants had generated a particular diagnosis for the case. As in the previous study, the correct case diagnosis and other diagnoses that were considered an appropriate interpretation and synthesis of the case data were classified as appropriate. Several performance scores were generated for each subject:
Ⅲ Accuracy. The mean diagnostic accuracy score for each physician was computed as the proportion of cases for which the correct case diagnosis was listed on the physician's differential diagnosis list.
Ⅲ Relevance. The diagnostic relevance score for a physician on a particular case was computed as the proportion of diagnoses on a physician's list that were considered appropriate for that case. Mean relevance scores were the means of the subject's individual case relevance scores.
Ⅲ Comprehensiveness. The diagnostic comprehensiveness score for each case was computed as the proportion of appropriate diagnoses for a particular case that the physician included on the differential diagnosis. Appropriate diagnoses included all diagnoses from the previous study that were judged appropriate for consideration and any new diagnoses, suggested by one or more participants, that the expert panel classified as appropriate for the case. Mean comprehensiveness scores were the means of the subject's individual case comprehensiveness scores.
The mean diagnostic accuracy, relevance, and comprehensiveness scores were, thus, proportions that could range from 0 to 1.
Statistical Analysis
The primary dependent variables in the study analyses were the mean accuracy, relevance, and comprehensiveness scores for each physician. The sole units of analysis in this study were physicians and not cases. To examine the possibility of selection bias, dif- ferences in background characteristics between selected and unselected study subjects were tested using independent groups t-tests. An analysis of variance approach was used to examine the influence of case difficulty and quality of QMR's suggestions on the means of the dependent variables. Preliminary analyses were conducted to ensure that the assumptions of the analyses of variance were appropriate. A threefactor analysis of variance was used. It included the two within-groups case factors-case difficulty (easy or difficult) and quality of QMR information (high information quality or low information quality)-and one nested random factor, case set (A, B, or C). All main effects and interactions were tested using the multivariate analysis of variance procedure of the SPSS statistical analysis program. 33 The two-sided criterion for significance testing was set at alpha = 0.05. SPSS software was used for all analyses.
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Informed Consent
Informed consent of the participants was obtained, and this study was approved by the University of Alabama at Birmingham Institutional Review Board.
Results
Response Rate and Respondent Characteristics
A total of 120 initially selected and 70 replacement participants were offered the opportunity to participate, and 108 completed the cases. All but one participant, who had one incomplete case, provided usable data on all the cases. However, it was discovered that 12 participants had used an outdated version of QMR. These participants were asked to redo their cases using the current version, and 9 of the 12 complied. Because there were almost no changes in the diagnoses of the nine participants who redid their cases using the new version, all 12 have been included. Table 1 shows the background characteristics and selfreported QMR usage of the 133 eligible respondents who were either not invited to participate or did not complete the study, compared with the 108 subjects who completed the study. The participants who completed the study were similar in most respects to the nonparticipants. There were no significant differences in the variables used to define QMR experience and clinical experience between those who completed the study and the nonparticipants. However, the average year of completion of residency was almost three years earlier for subjects who completed the study than for the nonparticipants. Also, there were no differences in self-reported comfort with using five of the QMR functions, but significantly higher percentages of participants than nonparticipants said they felt confident using the remaining seven functions. In addition to the data shown in Table 1 , there were no statistically significant differences between subjects and nonparticipants in their estimates of average number of patients, time spent in patient care, and usual amount of time spent using QMR.
Diagnostic Performance
The mean length of the participants' differential diagnosis lists was 5.21, with a standard deviation of 2.56. The mean number of diagnoses was significantly (P < 0.01) higher for difficult cases compared with easy cases, but there was no significant difference in the number of diagnoses listed between the high-information-quality and low-information-quality cases.
To check for possible sources of confounding of the performance scores, we first performed preliminary tests to determine whether the case sets, the order of cases, or the background characteristics of the study physicians were associated with different levels of diagnostic performance. The correlations (r = 0.15, r = 0.12, r = 0.14, respectively) of the physicians' years since being awarded an MD degree and their accuracy, relevance, and comprehensiveness scores were low and not significantly different from zero (P < 0.05, Fisher test). There were no differences among the means of any of the three performance scores associated with case order, physician specialty (internal medicine versus other), or physician experience. The only significant association was case set, with the mean relevance score indicating that one of the sets produced higher relevance scores than the others.
The means and standard deviations of the accuracy, relevance, and comprehensiveness scores stratified by case difficulty and quality of QMR information are presented in Table 2 . In terms of physicians' performance, the results showed that the means of all three performance scores (accuracy, relevance, and comprehensiveness) were significantly higher (P < 0.01) for easy cases than for difficult cases. These three performance scores were also each significantly higher (P < 0.01) for the high-information-quality cases than for the low-information-quality cases. The results also indicated a significant interaction effect on the mean comprehensiveness scores. Further inspection revealed that the positive effect of the high-compared with the low-information-quality cases on the mean comprehensiveness scores was greater for the difficult cases than for the easy ones.
The better performance overall, and the higher accuracy scores in particular, on the high-informationquality cases suggest that the DDSS served a prompting function by reminding physicians of the correct diagnoses on these cases. However, it is important to examine alternative explanations. For instance, despite the attempt to match the difficulty of the high-and low-information-quality cases, it is possible that the high-information-quality cases were in some unknown way easier than the low-information-quality cases.
A more precise test of the prompting effect was possible, since we could examine performance on the same cases when the correct diagnosis was, or was not, displayed by QMR. A review of the participants' data on their interaction with QMR (saved as text files) revealed variability in the case data selected as relevant, in the particular QMR terms selected, and in the specific QMR functions used. Thus, QMR did not always suggest the correct diagnosis even on the high-information-quality cases, for which the correct case diagnosis was in QMR's knowledge base. In terms of QMR's ability to provide a reminder of the correct diagnosis, the high-information-quality cases for which the correct diagnosis was not displayed could be considered similar to the low-information-quality cases. The difference in diagnostic performance when the correct case diagnosis was, or was not, displayed was then compared for the high-information-quality cases only. To use the within-physician analysis to control for physicians' diagnostic skill, only physicians who had experienced both types of events could be included. For 43 of the 108 physicians, QMR displayed the correct diagnosis on some (either one, two, or three) but not all of the four high-information-quality cases. For this subgroup of physicians, the mean accuracy scores (0.91 versus 0.34), the mean relevance scores (0.69 versus 0.60), and the mean comprehensiveness scores (0.30 versus 0.21) were significantly higher (P < 0.01, paired t-test) for cases for which the correct diagnosis was displayed by QMR than for cases for which it was not shown. There were too few eligible physicians to perform reliable tests on easy or difficult cases separately.
Another possible explanation for the better performance on the high-information-quality cases is that better diagnosticians might be able to identify the correct diagnosis prior to using QMR or might be more likely to enter appropriate case data, or both. Thus, rather than QMR's prompts leading to better physician performance, the more diagnostically astute physicians might be better able to direct QMR to the correct diagnosis. If this were the case, those physicians should also have higher accuracy scores on the lowinformation-quality cases than the other physician participants.
To test this hypothesis, we examined whether getting QMR to display the correct diagnosis on more of the high-information-quality cases was associated with higher diagnostic performance on low-informationquality cases. Using the physician as the unit of analysis, the correlation between the number of high-information-quality cases for which QMR displayed the correct diagnosis and each of the low-informationquality diagnostic performance scores was calculated. The respective correlation coefficients (r = 0.12, r = Ϫ0.04, and r = 0.10 with low-information-quality accuracy, relevance, and comprehensiveness, respectively) were each low and not significantly different from zero (P < 0.05, Fisher test). The results of analyses examining the effect of the display of the correct diagnosis on the QMR screens on diagnostic performance with an adjustment for accuracy on low-information-quality cases were similar to results of the above analyses in which the adjustment was excluded. The consistency of results produced from a variety of analyses strongly supported the finding that the quality of the information displayed by the DDSS influenced physicians' performance.
Discussion
The most important finding, which confirmed our main hypothesis, was that the performance of physicians using the DDSS is likely to be better on the cases where the DDSS provides better information. Even within the high-information-quality cases, the physicians were more likely to include the correct diagnosis when QMR displayed it. Difficulty differences between the high-information-quality and low-information-quality cases, ability differences between the physicians who are able, or unable, to direct QMR to produce the correct diagnosis, or the reverse effect of knowing the correct diagnosis leading to data selection so that QMR displays it, did not appear to fully explain the results. Other findings from this studye.g., that physicians performed better on the cases judged a priori as easier-were not unexpected but did serve to confirm our case selection criteria.
The results support the idea that a DDSS can perform less than perfectly and still assist physicians. In the present study, the average length of the participants' differential diagnosis lists was approximately five diagnoses per case. The participants included the correct diagnosis on half the cases (mean accuracy score) and, on average, 61 percent of the diagnoses on their differential lists were considered appropriate (mean relevance score). The physician participants in the present study selectively used the DDSS suggestions to develop a shorter and more focused differential diagnosis than that produced by the DDSS alone in previous studies, in which the average length of the diagnosis list was 21 and less than half the suggested diagnoses were relevant.
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The results of this study also support the idea that physicians can utilize helpful DDSS suggestions even when other irrelevant suggestions are also provided, that DDSS can prompt physicians to consider diagnoses that they might not otherwise consider, and that the use of a DDSS can improve diagnostic performance, especially in difficult clinical cases.
